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children, for example, "Could you help me ask Teddy to stop
taking my books away from me?" or by running to an adult,

~

describing what is happening, and saying, "I need help." Refer
~ to Handout/Poster 5-7, Tattling or Telling, and have students
~ brainstorm and discuss the differences between these behaviors.

A victim can also use this strategywhen anticipating a bullying
situation by asking several other children to stay close. For example,
"Susan and her friends have been bullying me at recess.Could you
play with me today and help me figure out what to do if they come at

I
me again?" or by informing the teacher and asking for a watchful eye.

_.• nn) •• ' It can be helpful to have each student think of and name at least one
cUPc,v-- adult and one peer he or she can turn to for help. .

• Assert Yourself-Teach the students when it would be wise to use
assertiveness and when it would not.

This strategy is usually the best strategy for a victim to start with.
But it should not be used with severe bullying or when the victim
is very scared. To use this strategy, the victim looks the bully in
the eye and says, for example, "I don't like how you are gossiping
about me and trying to make me have no friends. It is mean and
unfair. Stop doing it."

• Humor-Teach the students how to use humor to de-escalate a
situation.

This strategy is fun for children and can be used in conjunction
with the "Help" strategy by asking other children to help dream
up humorous ways to deal with a certain bullying situation. Sev-
eral of the books listed in the Resource Guide illustrate humor as
a strategy for dealing with the bully (e.g., in Loudmouth George
and the Sixth Grade Bully, the victim, with the help of his friend,
makes a horrific lunch with pickles in the sandwich and hot chili
sauce in the thermos for a bully who has stealing his lunch). The
victim could also use this strategy by writing a funny note or poem
to the bully.

• Avoid-Teach the students how to walk away in order to avoid a
bullying situation .

. This strategy may be best for situations when the victim is alone.
One way for the victim to use the "Avoid''Strategy is to avoid a
bully physically. The victim can cross the street or can avoid the
situation(s) where the bullying is occurring. The victim can also
avoid a bully by being with others rather than alone, perhaps
by asking to walk home from school with other children. Another
way for the victim to use the "Avoid" strategy is to analyze the
situation and to stop doing anything that might be provoking
the bully. If the bullying is happening when the class lines up and
both the victim and the bully want to be at the front of the line,
the victim can choose to be at the end of the line in order to avoid
a bullying situation.


